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ABSTRACT
Students today move through high school thinking about what they want to do after
graduation. While science classes show students what scientists do, and CTE programs show
them what life would be like working in a trade, math classes are notorious for implementing
“drill and kill” strategies to teach arbitrary formulas and rules. Switching the classroom focus to
that of a cooperative learning environment gives students the opportunity to see what life would
be like as a mathematician: they see that math is filled with inquiry, perseverance, and
collaboration. This has the potential to open their eyes to careers in STEM fields, such as
Engineering and Computer Science. Furthermore, they see the relevance and beauty of
mathematics through the tasks they complete in class, whether that be independently or
collaboratively.
This review examined research on the importance of engaging families and communities
in the learning process, cooperative learning strategies and their effects on learning, and how the
Common Core State Standards for Mathematics has affected educators. The research and
literature so far show that if you can engage students and their families in work that is
meaningful to them, they will not only see the importance of math, but will be more willing to
take the risk to learn, too. This aligns with Frier’s definition of teaching: “to teach is not to
transfer knowledge but to create the possibilities for the production or construction of knowledge
(Freire, 1968). Through researching best practices and analyzing my current strategies for
teaching Geometry, I have gained an appreciation for effective teaching and have learned that I,
too, am capable of teaching Geometry well.
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Chapter I
TEACHING PHILOSOPHY
Introduction
“I am always doing what I cannot do yet, in order to learn how to do it.” This quote from
Vincent Van Gogh is one I come back to often: it describes why I always feel slightly out of my
comfort zone when I teach. I believe that you are never done becoming a teacher, that the
teachers I aspire to emulate are becoming the best version of themselves all the time. Because of
this, I know my philosophy will change—and it might change often, for a while. But I am secure
in the fact that no matter what, I will continue to learn and grow.
Diverse Student Populations
More than any other time in our history, American schools reflect the diverse population
that has built our country to be what it is today. As the student population continues to change,
bringing more and more diverse learners to the classroom, I am reminded of my responsibility to
deliver lessons with every student in mind.
When thinking of learners with diverse language backgrounds, Soltero (2011) urges
teachers to see the whole student. Without understanding of a student’s prior knowledge and
experience, we cannot scaffold their learning in a way that builds on their preexisting ideas.
While internal factors such as learning styles, personality traits, attitude, and self-esteem are not
readily controllable by educators, there are many external factors that can be changed. We can
determine the quality of language instruction, access to second language (English) speakers, and
our attitudes toward ELL students.
Another population that has been historically underserved is those with cognitive or
physical disabilities. Of course, it is my legal obligation to follow the IEP set up by such
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student’s case manager, but my moral responsibility extends much farther than that. I must
ensure that I am treating all students with the kindness and compassion that I would desire from
others. Moreover, I should maintain high expectations of all students while understanding that
some students will need additional supports to reach those standards.
Students from areas of poverty are also often overlooked: their lack of success has been
chalked up to “lack of motivation” or parents that “don’t value education”. However, we have
found this to be the furthest thing from the truth. For many students and their families, access to
resources such as health care, nutritious food, hygiene, and technology has been the largest factor
that keeps them from being successful in school. “Connecting children and families to these
assets and resource communities can be instrumental in helping students overcome some of the
obstacles brought about by poverty and improve their educational experiences and outcomes”
(Ullucci & Howard, 2014, p. 18). It is my duty as an educator and advocate for all students to
connect families with available resources in my community, so they are able to experience the
same success other students have in their education. We are failing our students if we cannot
achieve this.
Soltero says, “Schools that promote mutual respect among teachers, administrators,
students, and parents help to open communication, build trust, and increase a shared common
vision” (2011, pp. 44-45). Students are not “empty vessels” to be filled; nor do they lack a
community of people surrounding them, watching and waiting for their success. My role as an
educator includes finding ways to incorporate the community into my goal of raising up the next
generation of productive citizens. Teaming with parents, families, and community stakeholders
creates rich learning experiences for my students and paints them a picture of cooperation and
interdependence.
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Partner with Parents and Guardians
My first goal is to communicate with parents and guardians regularly, both in positive
situations, and in those that could use a little more support to foster success. This ties directly to
INTASC Standard 2: Learning Differences. I recognize that students will learn differently based
on their cultural background and diverse differences, and it is my duty as an educator to create a
learning environment and experiences that allow all students to relate their new knowledge to the
world they know in some way.
By reaching this goal of having better communication with parents and guardians, I can
get to know my students on a deeper level. Not only will this open the doors to me finding their
interests and relating content to them, but it will also help them see that I care about who they are
as a person and want the best for them, whatever that may be.
Myself as a Learner
When thinking about my work as an educator, I must take time to recognize my own
experiences as a learner. My education has been of high quality and has allowed me to see the
importance of personal choice when it comes to schooling.
I began school when I was 3 years old, at a small neighborhood Christian preschool.
There were about 15 students in our class with one teacher and a teacher’s assistant. I remember
singing songs, listening to stories, playing with wooden blocks, and learning to count to 100. My
experiences in preschool were what first sparked my love for learning.
When I was 5 years old, I started Kindergarten at a small public school. I spent the next
six years in the district, and while I had many great teachers, I ultimately needed curriculum that
was more rigorous. I started attending a private school in sixth grade. Pre-enrollment testing
showed that I was far behind their standards for math, which was hard to cope with at first, since
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I was labeled TAG in math at public school. It was decided I would go to the Learning Center
during math every day until I could get caught up. After two or three months of learning my
times tables and the algorithms for things like long division, I was able to rejoin the class for
math. This experience is what began my love for math. I saw it as a subject that anyone could be
successful in, given enough practice and patience.
At Oregon State, I was selected to be a Learning Assistant for the math department. I,
along with five other math-education students, helped in the development of an active-learning
based curriculum for Math 111. This was the first time I had seen the back end of teaching, and I
am very thankful for the experience I gained throughout my time as a Learning Assistant.
Throughout my time in different types of school settings, one thing stayed constant: my
educators’ ability to create a learning environment centered on mutual respect and collaboration.
No matter what type of school I attended, I could tell that teachers had immense choice in the
way they set up their classroom and how they wanted to support learners in their education.
Because of this, I saw great opportunity to use my future classroom as a safe place: one where
learning and self-motivation were at the forefront, and positive social interaction was infused in
every part of what I did.
Cooperative Learning Environment
These experiences tie directly to INTASC standard 3: Learning Environments. My
second goal is to learn specific strategies that best support my students in creating and
maintaining an environment where all can succeed through collaboration and cooperative
learning experiences. The basis of this is communication, mutual respect, and a willingness to try
new things.
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By learning how to support students in collaborative mathematics tasks, I can focus less
time and energy on preparing direct instruction lessons—which are not shown to be most
effective, anyways. Less direct instruction and more collaboration means my students will gain
efficacy in their learning. They will see that they, too, can be the experts on a topic and will be
able to rely on each other more and on me less. An increase in student efficacy in my classroom
will be evidence of me teaching what is most important: that I am not all-knowing, that anyone is
capable of learning math, and that success comes from working together and trying new things.
Theoretical Foundations
Theoretically speaking, I am beginning to move away from the rationalist perspective,
that is, “most concerned with logical, carefully planned movements through topics . . . developed
more around a topic than around a group of learners” (Davis, 2004, p. 78). Instead, I choose
structuralism: “orchestrating the experiences of learning by organizing tasks and situations that
might resemble those of, for example, professional writers, scientists, mathematicians, and so
on” (Davis, 2004, p. 135). It is important to me that my students are able to discover things for
themselves. While my direct instruction is important in some cases, students in mathematics
must be able to see past the “drill and kill” method that is so common today. The work of a
mathematician is much more than long division by hand or solving for the value of x. It is
recognizing intricate patterns in nature, creating models to predict what might happen in the
future, and making informed decisions based on ethically gathered data.
In the grand scheme of things, all students and educators could benefit from more
collaboration. Mathematics in the real world is not something completed in isolation, so why
should it be in the classroom? If more teachers based their lessons on cooperative learning tasks,
we could mold the next generation into a group of people who thrive on working together and
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communicating to solve problems. This could greatly impact our workforce because more people
would know how to work together instead of relying on themselves or waiting for a more
knowledgeable other to tell them what to do.
Defining Learning
I would define learning much like a behaviorist would: a change in action or behavior
due to new knowledge about a particular subject. I can tell that my students have learned
something if they are able to read the directions (or listen to them) and immediately begin
working to find a solution. Students may spend time pondering or looking quite confused and
frustrated if they are given directions to do something before they have learned it.
Another factor that comes to play in learning is producing a favorable outcome. Math, for
example, can be attempted—and even completed—in many ways, but if my students have
learned the content for a particular section or standard, they should be able to produce the correct
final product. With enough practice and reinforcement, my students will reach a level of learning
that allows them to produce these favorable outcomes almost automatically—with very little
effort or thought. This automaticity is the final (maybe most complete) level of learning.
Lastly, learning is a process of trial and error, of success and failures. “Students are more
likely to take their errors in stride if teachers regularly communicate the message that occasional
missteps are a normal outcome of taking on new challenges” (Ormrod, 2016, p. 78). I know that
failure can teach just as well—if not, better—than success can, and because of that, failure is
welcomed in my class. I model perseverance by showing my students that I still make mistakes,
that I do not give up in the presence of a challenge, and that sometimes things take me a few
times to get right. Students in my class are encouraged to show these same traits as they learn
math.
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Defining Teaching
First, teaching should give students material to learn. This means there will have to be
some sort of content delivery, whether through direct or indirect instruction. The chosen content
is often centered on state standards, but clear content objectives should be written and shared
with the students so they have a goal in mind for the lesson.
Second, students need to have a clear idea of what it is they are trying to accomplish:
favorable outcomes can only appear if they know exactly what that outcome should look like.
This is where language objectives come into play. Language objectives tell the student how they
will show their understanding of the content objective so they can determine for themselves if
learning is taking place. The lesson itself should include formative assessments to measure
students’ understanding of the material, but these objectives help metacognition take place more
often for the students themselves.
Third, automaticity can only happen if there has been plenty of practice. A large part of
teaching is designing activities and practice that give students experience with material, but do
not bore them or burn them out. The practice needs to be connected to prior experiences or
adding to concepts that students already have knowledge of.
Tying Instruction to the Standards
After thinking about how I define teaching and learning, it is becoming more and more
clear to me that I need to focus more of my energy in planning for instruction. While I am always
prepared as far as what I am going to do for class, I need to spend more time outlining my
standards and creating learning targets to align with them. My third goal is to tie my large
assessments more closely to the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics and the
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Standards of Mathematical Practice. This is directly tied to INTASC standard 7: Planning for
Instruction.
By outlining learning progressions, I will be able to better support the students who may
have gaps in their prior knowledge or need more support to master the concepts I am covering. I
will also be able to extend the content for students who are labeled Talented and Gifted (TAG) or
find specific concepts easy to master. Having a clearer picture of how the various levels of math
work together will help me design activities with multiple entry and exit points and further the
cooperative learning environment I am aiming for in my second goal.
Part of what sparked this idea was my Content Pedagogy class during Fall term of 2020.
We were asked to create a trajectory for a content standard of our choice, finding standards that
fit before and after our chosen standard. After completing that activity, I realized that I had just
about created a rubric that could be used for an assessment at the end of a learning segment on
the content standard I chose. I am hopeful that continuing this work will help me develop a
clearer picture of what I should see on assessments and how to know if I need to reteach, extend,
or give students more time to practice specific topics.
While the Common Core State Standards are extremely precise and helpful in knowing
what is most important to teach, there is still a large gap between knowing the standards and
knowing how to teach them. Creating trajectories could help math teachers around the country
scaffold lessons and design tasks that cater to all levels of prior knowledge while still advancing
the content standard at hand.
Setting these goals felt lofty, although I was confident I could find support through my
program and the learning we had done so far. I had already been exposed to a lot of research and
information that would help me outline the steps I could take to reach my goals. I also knew I
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could find ample information through the university’s library and online databases. In order to
begin the path toward reaching my three goals, aligned with INTASC standards, I began
collecting evidence that pertained to my goals and the things I had learned about education as a
whole so far.
The following is a literature review, which details the information I found pertaining to
my goals. The literature I have cited is written by those who have dedicated, in most cases, many
years, to their research of education and its effect on both individual students and society as a
whole. As I collected information, I organized it according to what it aligned with most, then
spent time summarizing the research and tying it to my own goals and experiences in the field of
education so far. This literature review gives me a baseline to build understanding for my project
and allows me to logically organize the things I have learned up to this point.
My research was able to verify many of my assumptions or ideas about teaching, but it
also gave me new perspectives into aspects of education I had not yet thought much about, until
digging into the literature. I learned that I was on the right track with the goals I had set, but in
many ways, I would have a lot more work ahead of me than I even imagined.
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Chapter II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Purposes and Objectives for the Literature Review
My purpose in this review of the research was to discover how teachers and researchers
have looked at effective teaching and teacher growth in their discipline. I searched for research
on including parents and guardians in the educational process because I know inclusion of
families and communities in a student’s learning is essential to their success. I also searched for
studies on collaboration and cooperative learning experiences because I would like my classroom
to be a place where students learn to work together to achieve their goals. Additionally, because
I would be studying my own practice and focusing on these ideas in my endorsement area of
Mathematics, I looked for studies that indicated the kinds of instruction that are effective for
aligning Geometry lessons to the Common Core State Standards of Mathematics and the
Standards for Mathematical Practice.
This literature review addresses my knowledge of these concepts as a foundation for my
understanding to set goals and grow from in my own teaching. I especially looked for research
that described effective strategies for each area and gave examples of how they would be
implemented in a classroom. Application of this research was an essential part in building my
own knowledge base for this project.
Procedures for the Literature Review
I selected literature for this review based on several specific criteria. Research on
Mathematics education was included if it contained the following descriptors: best practices,
engagement, high school, and Geometry. This search yielded thousands of relevant articles. In
order to narrow my findings and make them more specific to this research project, I then focused
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my review efforts on articles that discussed community support, cooperative learning, and
Common Core alignment. From there, I looked for articles that supported sub-themes that
emerged from the major articles in my literature review. These sub-themes are: 1)
parent/guardian involvement, 2) collaboration and cooperative learning experiences, and 3)
alignment with the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics and the Standards for
Mathematical Practice. For these sub-sections, I initially searched the EBSCO database for
articles that met the keyword criteria listed above, along with a conducting a search for books in
the data base of the Hamersly Library at Western Oregon University. After finding these books
and articles, I hand-searched their reference lists as sources to find additional related articles and
books.
In order to integrate the literature review, I developed a coding protocol and
corresponding separation of research into the major themes: Parent/Guardian Involvement,
Collaboration and Cooperative Learning Experiences, and Common Core Alignment. I read
each article to determine how it fit within these broad thematic categories, and then, through a
process of reading and rereading for salient features of each study, I determined the subheadings
in the literature review. My intent was to start with a broad treatment of each theme and then to
systematically reduce broad understandings of the three themes to a specific understanding of
how these themes are present in research about high school Geometry.
Effective Geometry Teaching
Most of my initial thoughts regarding Geometry teaching came from personal experience
or conversations with those outside the world of education. In the “real world”, mathematicians
work together to solve problems that will affect the lives of themselves and many others. These
problems include things like lessening the amount of time you sit in traffic, optimizing delivery
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routes to ensure Prime delivery times, and even creating cartoon grass that makes us wonder if
it’s real. However, mathematics in the classroom is often dominated by drill and kill, rote
memorization, and isolated practice problems that have nothing to do with the world outside
those four classroom walls. If we want learners today to be excited about math, to be engaged in
their classes and be motivated to learn more about the subject, we have to create a class culture
that mirrors that of the career fields that use math. Students are shocked to hear that
mathematicians in the “real world” are not acting as calculators to earn a paycheck—and why
shouldn’t they be? We have taught them that doing math (and being good at it) means perfecting
the algorithms that were designed to solve problems for society as a whole long before we had
the technology to do so otherwise.
When thinking about this topic, I was motivated to find ways in which I could create a
classroom environment that mirrors what Mathematics looks like in the world outside of high
school, while still aligning my instruction with the Common Core State Standards. Although I
had a positive experience in mathematics over the years, I know that not everyone does, and I
wanted to change that for my students. I imagined I would find some ideas for cooperative
learning experiences, maybe some ways to keep activities aligned with learning targets, and even
how to incorporate the community into learning experiences in high school mathematics.
However, I was not aware of the depth and breadth at which I would find research over
these subtopics. There has been a lot of work put into finding ways to keep classroom
mathematics engaging and motivating, especially for students who thrive in a social, communitybased environment. I also came across a great deal of research on social justice and its impact on
student populations that are historically underserved, and how class culture impacts their success
in mathematics. Once I began the research for this literature review, I knew I was going to find a
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myriad of best practices for making high school Geometry better reflect its place in society.
Aside from educating myself on strategies to use in my own classroom, I wanted to
research ways to include the community, particularly my students’ parents and guardians, in the
learning that was happening in my classroom. I hope to be an educator that is inclusive of every
part of my students’ lives, from where they were born, to what language they speak, to the hopes
and dreams they have for their future. Teaching them Geometry as best I can is only a small part
of their overall success, but it is something I can devote time and effort to and can do so well.
Research Studies
This research study combined strands of complementary research literature, centered on
three sub-themes. First, I discuss the importance of communicating with parents and guardians
regarding the learning that takes place in the classroom. Second, I consider research on creating
and maintaining a cooperative learning environment because it is vital that students are exposed
to the way mathematics looks and operates in the career fields that contain it. Finally, I looked at
research on aligning Geometry instruction with the Common Core State Standards because the
Standards have proved to be an effective way of keeping schools accountable for content mastery
at various stages and grade levels.
A Review of Research on Parent and Guardian Communication
Beginning my research on parent and guardian communication, I was hoping to find the
level of importance others have placed on the topic, since such a task can become extremely time
consuming. I have some experience working with parents and guardians from conducting
parent-teacher conferences in my current job, as well as email and phone call correspondence
when I deem such communication necessary. However, I wanted to find specific ways to
include a student’s family that was both mutually helpful and mindful of the amount of time such
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a task could take. Through my research, I discovered just how important it is to connect with a
student’s family, especially when the said student comes from a historically underserved
population. I was also able to find some resources for communicating with parents and
guardians in a timely manner.
The first concept that emerged from my research was the importance of including parents
and guardians in their students’ education. An article by the National Research Council (2000),
written as an overview of how students learn and the importance of memory processing, states:
“Engendering parent support for the core learning principles and parent involvement in the
learning process is of utmost importance (Moll, 1990; 1986a, 1986b).” The article goes on to
explain how teachers can emphasize topics such as metacognition and linking new concepts to
prior knowledge, but if a student’s home life is not reinforcing these ideas, the teacher’s work is
almost useless. Students spend a lot of time in school, but they are learning a great deal from the
people they have at home, as well.
The second concept that I noticed while researching was why it is important to include
parents and guardians in the educational process. Moll, L. C., Amanti, C., Neff, D., & Gonzalez,
N. (1992), in their research around connecting homes and schools, describe the relationship
between teacher and family as one where the teacher becomes the student. They assert, “This
relationship can become the basis for the exchange of knowledge about family or school matters,
reducing the insularity of classrooms, and contributing to the academic content and lessons”
(Moll et al., 1992, p. 10). To students and families who come from historically underserved
populations, schools and classrooms can seem rather isolated from the world around them. By
partnering with parents and families, Moll et. al. (1992) argue that teachers can learn how to
better serve these students and create a more productive learning environment for them.
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The third concept that helps me build my understanding of parent communication--and
how to implement it--stems from social justice and culturally relevant teaching. Teachers are
much more effective if they know students well: this includes their home language, culture, and
community beliefs and practices.
Ladson-Billings, in Toward a Theory of Culturally Relevant Pedagogy (1995), argues for
the use of a new type of pedagogy: one that creates a synergistic relationship between a student’s
culture and the mainstream culture. She says that culturally responsive pedagogy is, “a
theoretical model that not only addresses student achievement but also helps students to accept
and affirm their cultural identity while developing critical perspectives that challenge inequities
that schools (and other institutions) perpetuate” (p. 469). This way of teaching is vital because it
situates the teacher as a learner as well. The teacher is not merely a “more knowledgeable other,”
but a person who is always wanting to learn more and do better by their students. Culturally
responsive pedagogy gives every student a place in school and gives them opportunities to share
their voice and their life with those around them.
One of the best ways to learn about a student’s home language, culture, and community
beliefs and practices, aside from talking to the students themselves, is to visit their home or talk
to their parents and guardians. Nieto, in arguing for education as social work (2006), describes
some key characteristics of teachers who are successful with diverse students:
In the past two decades, a greater amount of research has concentrated on what makes
teachers effective with students of diverse backgrounds, an especially fruitful topic for
discussion because of the growing diversity in the nation’s schools. For such teachers, the
list also includes knowledge of students’ culture and language, high expectations for
students, respect for—and outreach to—students’ families and communities, and a deep
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desire to support student learning. (p. 13).
If teachers want to see the whole student and teach them in a way that honors where they come
from, we must have regular, positive communication with their parents and families to learn
more about them. This sends the message that we care about their backgrounds, language, and
values, and want to see them succeed in who they are as people.
The research I have done on communicating with families relates directly to my first
teaching goal of improving communication with the parents and guardians of my students. I now
know that this is an important practice as a teacher, and that by keeping these lines of
communication open, I am constantly learning how to best serve my students, while showing
their families and parents that I value where they come from and who they are as people. A few
ways to implement this data include visiting parents and guardians at home, setting up meetings
at the school, and even incorporating family and culture aspects into classwork to learn more
about who my students are. If a teacher’s goal is to educate students that will be successful
adults in the world at large, we must take the time to show them they are valued, heard, and have
a wealth of knowledge to bring from their families and cultures.
My first goal aligns with the second INTASC standard, Learning Differences. This
standard recognizes that students learn differently based on their upbringing and social
development, which is heavily influenced by their culture and life at home. My students will be
able to meet my high expectations if I remember that they all come to the classroom with unique
backgrounds and diverse learning needs because of those backgrounds. INTASC standard 2
keeps inclusion and social justice at the forefront of teaching, which is something I hope to do
well in my own classroom.
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A Review of Research on Cooperative Learning Environments
In my second topic, cooperative learning environments, I was hoping to find articles that
argued for the use of group projects, collaborative activities, and any sort of task that was not
rote memorization or “drill and kill” that is so common in today’s math classes. I was aware that
this was best practice from prior coursework and experience in the classroom, but I wanted peerreviewed evidence that said so. In addition, I wanted to see how the classroom could mirror the
modern workplace—or if it should even try. I was able to find evidence for all of these things
and more. Not only did I learn how I could implement these practices in my classroom, but I
also learned what “good” teaching should look like and why. Of course, as in my previous topic,
there is also a social justice piece that fits nicely with the argument for collaboration in the
classroom.
In The Structural Approach to Cooperative Learning (1989), Kagan details the argument
against competition in the classroom: “In this [competitive] arrangement, students vie for the
teacher’s attention and praise, creating negative interdependence among them. . . students are set
against each other, creating poor social relationships and peer norms against achievement” (p.
12-13). Instead, Kagan suggests teachers use structures, or types of activities that can be used to
cooperatively introduce and solidify content for students. Some structures include Think-pairshare, Jigsaw, and Roundtable. In each case, students are working in an environment that
promotes the success of all and helps several students practice classroom content at any given
time—opposed to only one student interacting with the teacher. These structures can be used to
deliver any content, so implementing them should be more helpful than learning specific
cooperative activities.
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While it is worthwhile to learn several structures, educators must be diligent in
implementing them correctly, if they want to see the effectiveness of the structure. Kagan states,
“Structures differ also in their usefulness in the academic, cognitive, and social domains, as well
as in their usefulness in different steps of a lesson plan” (1989, p. 15). If we are not careful,
structures could be used incorrectly and nearly void the preparatory work that has been done to
set up a strong cooperative lesson.
So, how can we be sure the new activities we are implementing in our classes is truly
cooperative learning? Stahl, in an article for the ERIC Digest, outlines fourteen elements that
must be present for an activity to be considered successful cooperative learning. This list
includes posting objectives for the lesson, creating heterogeneous groups, students having faceto-face interaction, equal access to information, individual accountability, and so on (Stahl,
1994). Stahl (1994) says, “Although all of the elements do not have to be used every time the
teacher assigns students to work in groups, teachers who fail to include the requirements report
far more difficulties with students and group activities and far less student achievement gains
than do teachers who meet them.” (p. 6). I found this to be quite interesting, and possibly telling
of my own work, because there were a few requirements that I had not thought to ensure were
present before introducing an activity to my class. This list will be helpful to me as I continue to
work towards my goal of implementing more cooperative learning tasks in my classroom.
First, while beginning to investigate what it means to teach well in a cooperative
environment, I discovered the work of Freire, especially the book Pedagogy of Freedom (1968).
Freire walks the reader through a logical argument for why there is no such thing as teaching
without learning taking place too. I found this idea very interesting because it caused me to
question what it means to be a “good” teacher. Freire states, “to teach is not to transfer
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knowledge but to create the possibilities for the production or construction of knowledge”
(Freire, 1968, p. 30). As teachers, we cannot expect to stand in front of a classroom of students
and give them knowledge through words. Most students cannot learn that way. We must design
opportunities for our students to grow their own knowledge off of what they already know and
the experiences they have had or will have. Freire’s argument solidified my belief that
collaboration helps students learn more authentically than lecture or isolated practice.
This idea of growing knowledge from a basis of understanding comes from Lev
Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development. Vygotsky was a Soviet psychologist who studied
adult-child interactions and what caused some children to learn better than others. He found that
children who were given tasks just barely outside what they were already capable of doing, then
supported by a more knowledgeable other to experience success in that new task, learned much
more quickly than those who were asked to do something far outside the scope of what they were
currently capable of. He called this space between what they could do independently and what
they could not do at all the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD).
Cole, John-Steiner, Scribner, and Souberman (1978) put it this way: “It is the distance
between the actual developmental level as determined by independent problem solving and the
level of potential development as determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in
collaboration with more capable peers” (p. 86). Vygotsky’s advice to educators was to keep
learning tasks within that ZPD for the highest success rate. If we can keep our activities within
students’ ZPDs, we will be able to reach more of them and keep our teaching less frustrating for
those who typically struggle.
Second, after knowing that students learn better by working together, I wanted to look
more closely at why that is the case. Fenstermacher and Richardson (2005), in their article on
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determining what made teaching high quality, asserted, “However, a construct did emerge that
was meant to bridge the task and achievement senses of teaching, and this was called student
engagement. This learner-sensitive construct focused on the student and was designed as a
measure that was strongly affected by good teaching and had a strong probability of leading to
student achievement and thereby successful teaching” (p. 24-25). I found that cooperative
learning was effective because it kept student engagement at a much higher level over time. If
students are communicating with one another and relying on each other to solve problems, they
have to be focused and thinking about the task the whole time.
Third, I further explored creating a classroom that mirrored what doing mathematics
looks like in the workplace. After all, that is the goal for our students, right? Bowles and Gintis
(2007) state:
We advanced the position that schools prepare people for adult work rules by socializing
people to function well and without complaint in the hierarchical structure of the modern
corporation. Schools accomplish this goal by what we called the correspondence
principle, namely, by structuring social interactions and individual rewards to replicate
the environment of the workplace. (p. 1).
They go on to argue that schools are like factories, where parents’ socioeconomic status, level in
society, etc. determine that of their children. If we want to change this cycle, we need to have
high quality schools everywhere, so students are not victims of the “achievement gap”—which
we know to be more accurately described as the “opportunity gap”.
Carey, in an argument to change achievement gap discourse (2014), argues that the term
achievement gap and the conversations that come with it tend to focus on what is good or bad
about a school, a teacher, or even a student. He states, “these terms can serve . . . as the cultural
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tools that individuals and groups struggle over to come to an agreed definition of reality” (p.
444). He goes on to explain that the gatekeepers of education, namely policymakers at the state
and national level, have implemented “quick fix” initiatives that have done very little for
students suffering from the true problem with public education.
Carey (2014) then outlines how we got to the point of finding the gap, whatever we might
call it, and what we need to do to remedy it. Rather than keeping our comparative frameworks,
we need to focus on the root of the issue: the opportunity afforded to each student, and how those
opportunities may differ based on a child’s race, socioeconomic status, gender, etc. He explains,
“In the opportunity gap framework, Milner proposes that teachers should reject the notion of
color blindness, the myth of meritocracy, low expectations, and deficit mind-sets, and instead
embrace cultural conflicts that may arise in classrooms between students and teacher as a source
of learning.” (p. 448). This short list of how teachers should react to the achievement gap
discourse and respond to the real root of the issue in public education is at the heart of a
conversation currently taking place nationwide.
Carey ends by describing cultural analysis, and how instead of using polarizing labels
and deficit language for students, schools, and home situations, we must analyze each situation
and make decisions that positively impact a student and their education. Implementing cultural
analysis as part of our worldview will help us make strong change in the world of public
education through involving those outside the field, changing policy to positively impact those
who are typically underserved, and reclaiming education as the public institution it is.
Fourth, and lastly, Nieto describes another important concept that showed up throughout
my time in research on this topic. Nieto (2006) says, “A fourth essential component of social
justice is creating a learning environment that promotes critical thinking and supports agency for
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social change. Creating such environments can provide students with an apprenticeship in
democracy, a vital part of preparing them for the future” (p. 7). If our goal as educators is to
raise up the next generation as a group of people who see the importance in social justice and are
willing to fight for what they know is right, we must foster those types of environments within
our classroom. We cannot expect our students to have the social skills or capacity to know how
to fight for social justice if we do not first teach them how—and implementing cooperative
learning is the way to accomplish this.
Cooperative learning was not implemented in the public-school classroom until the late
1960s. Before then, education was typically competitive and individualistic. Johnson and
Johnson (2009) explain that cooperative learning was first ignored but has gained popularity over
time and is now successfully used in most places in the world, with a wide range of student ages.
They outline five components that make cooperation successful in the classroom: positive
interdependence, individual accountability and personal responsibility, promotive interaction,
appropriate use of social skills, and group processing. Cooperative learning is successful because
it is based on the Social Interdependence Theory which says that individuals will be more
mentally healthy, have higher self-esteem, and will be overall more successful if they complete
things cooperatively versus competitively. They argue, “Although many teaching procedures
have been recommended over the past 60 years, very few are still around. Almost none are as
widespread and institutionalized into instructional practices as is cooperative learning” (375).
My second teaching goal is to implement cooperative learning strategies and foster a
collaborative work environment for my students, so they see how Mathematicians work in the
“real world”. Researching why these ideas are important and how they can be played out in my
classroom is essential to being able to do so in the future. I was able to learn more than I thought
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I would about using collaboration as a way to teach social justice issues, which was encouraging.
I am looking forward to using this knowledge to raise up a generation that is more tolerant and
accepting than mine.
My second goal is aligned with the third INTASC standard, Learning Environments. This
standard focuses on the way a teacher prepares their classroom to facilitate cooperative learning
between students. In every case, this brings importance to positive social interactions and
opportunities to build student motivation within the topic at hand. The third Standard is one that I
hold high importance to but can be difficult for me to implement at times.
A Review of Research on Integrating the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics
Lastly, I wanted to take a deeper dive into the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) for
Mathematics and the Standards for Mathematical Practice. These sets of skills give us a clear
view of what students should know and be able to do in math at each grade level. Keeping my
instruction focused on these standards can be difficult if I’m not careful. However, since the
standardized state assessment covers these standards, it is vital that I cover them well in my
classes. Since this is an area of growth for me, I decided to spend some time researching why
the standards are important, what they do for students, and how I can best implement strategies
to be sure I am covering the Standards in my classes.
First, I recognized the importance of the standards throughout my time in research.
Ravitch (2002) states, “We must ensure that every student has the benefit of a coherent
curriculum, one that includes history, literature, geography, civics, science, the arts, mathematics
and physical education” (p. 4). Before the Common Core State Standards, there was no
document stating what students should know and be able to do in each grade level. States had
the responsibility of creating some version of this on their own. As a result, some states began to
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have very high standards while others had close to none. This is a problem because it furthered
the opportunity gap for students who were not held to standards in their education and created
difficulty for students who would move within the country during their time in K-12 education.
The next concept that emerged from my research on the Standards was how instruction
has changed as a result of the adoption of the Common Core State Standards. I was expecting to
read about the great work teachers have done to make sure their teaching aligned with the
Standards, and how having a clear track to follow has created stronger teachers, but I was wrong.
The majority of my research made clear the idea that the Standards, and consequently
standardized testing, has standardized teaching too much. Au (2011) argues: “When we look at
the research on how high-stakes testing is affecting US classroom practises, it becomes quite
clear that such testing is promoting the standardization of teaching that both disempowers and
deskills teachers” (p. 30).
Is Au really saying that the document created to help students achieve success in their
education is actually making it more difficult for teachers to do their job well—and be satisfied
in it? I found this interesting because I find this happening to me already in my practice as a
teacher. Being told what to teach and when to teach it has caused me to lose the sense of
independence and creativity that I thought I would have in this profession. Unfortunately, this
has happened to a lot of teachers. But it doesn’t have to.
Since I was feeling a bit disheartened by the previous concept, I wanted to find ways to
stay creative and innovative while teaching within the Standards. The National Research
Council (2000) had an excerpt that resonated with me: “Students’ abilities to acquire organized
sets of facts and skills are actually enhanced when they are connected to meaningful problemsolving activities, and when students are helped to understand why, when, and how those facts
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and skills are relevant” (p. 23). I discovered that if I can create authentic learning tasks that keep
students engaged in the content, I can still follow the Standards without losing creative
independence or skill as a teacher. This brought back some of my hope in choosing a career
field where I could make a difference in the way I see fit.
Lombardi (2007) describes the benefits of elearning and how the Internet is making
authentic learning tasks much easier to implement because we now have simulators, easily
accessible data, statistics, and videos, and even opportunities for live interviews or tours from a
distance. She explains, “Connection-building will require new forms of authentic learning—
forms that cut across disciplines and bring students into meaningful contact with the future
employers, customers, clients, and colleagues who will have the greatest stake in their success.
Without a doubt, technology will play an essential supporting role” (p. 2). Lombardi defines
authentic learning as the implementation of multidisciplinary tasks that focus on real-world
problem solving using role-playing exercises, case studies, and virtual communities of practice.
This struck me because it reminded me of what I am hoping to accomplish in my classroom: I
want my students to feel like real mathematicians, preparing to solve problems in the real world,
and knowledgeable about things other than the formulas used to find missing pieces of triangles.
My third goal is to create learning targets that fit within the Common Core State
Standards for Mathematics, along with an authentic learning task to assess the learning targets.
This will help me frame my instruction in a way that is engaging for students, but still fits within
the guides that have been given to me as a teacher. My research helped me see why the
Standards are important, why some teachers have a hard time keeping their creative freedom
while teaching to them, and what I can do to make sure that doesn’t happen to me. I am looking
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forward to having these tasks created so my students can feel a stronger sense of ownership and
engagement in my classroom.
Learning Targets are student-focused statements that set a short-term goal about the
content that is to be delivered in a given lesson or small group of lessons. These are written in a
way that allow all students to understand what is expected of them when they are finished with
the lesson, but also keep a teacher focused on the part of a content standard that is most
important at that time. Typically, each unit in a class will cover 4-6 learning targets, but this
number can vary greatly between content areas or classes.
The importance of learning targets is highlighted in McTighe and Thomas’ article from
2003 titled Educational Leadership. They describe the problems with teaching to a standardized
test, and how narrowing a curriculum to teach specific answers to multiple-choice questions
takes away from the generalization of information that education should create for a student.
While they focus on the language of essential questions instead of learning targets, the message
is the same: “Because many content standards and textbooks may not explicitly highlight the key
concepts behind the content, however, educators often need to “unpack” the standards—that is,
uncover the key ideas within the content and then develop essential questions that explore these
ideas (pp. 1-2).”
My third goal is tied to the seventh INTASC standard, Planning for Instruction. This
standard takes into account all aspects of a student, including their learning preferences, cultural
background, and content knowledge, to create lessons that build cross-disciplinary knowledge
and skills that are transferable to other subject areas and times in a student’s life. Keeping this
standard in mind when planning lessons will help ensure that all my students are able to meet the
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rigorous learning goals I have set for them, regardless of their current ability or background
knowledge of a particular content area.

Summary
When planning for this portion of my project, I set out to find data related to including
parents and guardians in the educational process, collaboration and cooperative learning
experiences, and the kinds of instruction that are effective for aligning Geometry lessons to the
Common Core State Standards of Mathematics and the Standards for Mathematical Practice.
I first found that partnering with a student’s parents or family is vital in their success at
school. Learning can only occur if a student is in a position to focus and build their knowledge,
and far too often, their life at home does not allow for such a thing to happen. That is why it is
important for educators to be in constant communication with parents and guardians regarding
our students and how their home lives may affect what we see in class. Culturally responsive
pedagogy comes into play here, which says that the way we respond to a child’s background
knowledge or personal identity directly affects their ability to learn in our classrooms. I learned
that I need to take the role as learner when it comes to the cultures and lives of my students,
which is where my first goal comes from: to communicate regularly with the parents and
guardians of my students.
Next, I looked into cooperative learning environments and how it is important to focus on
positive social interactions, rather than competition, in the classroom. When researching this
topic, I found the writings of Carey and his argument against the idea of an achievement gap. His
opinion resonated with me and I am working hard to not use deficit language when talking about
the achievements of my students. Instead, I focus on the systems that are causing the differences
in performance, which is what Carey calls cultural analysis. The way for us to bridge this gap we
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see all too often is to fight the way public education is currently structured, especially for our
students of color and those who are historically underserved.
This topic also brought about the work of Vygotsky and his Zone of Proximal
Development. It is important for me to remember that when I structure tasks, I need to keep them
within my students’ ZPDs so they can experience success together and ultimately gain
confidence and motivation for mathematics. My second goal is to implement more cooperative
learning tasks in my class to give students an idea of what being a mathematician is really like. I
am excited to use the things I have learned throughout my research and put the ideas into play.
Lastly, I researched integrating the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics and
Standards of Mathematical Practice. While a lot of my research was disheartening because I
found that teaching with standards in mind often left educators feeling uncreative and stifled, I
was able to find some good information to apply to my own practice. For example, Lombardi’s
argument for elearning and authentic learning tasks was helpful, especially during these times
when almost everything has to be remote anyways. I was encouraged by the opportunities that
exist for my students online and how beneficial tasks can be, even if they are not in the typical
brick and mortar classroom. My third goal is to create authentic learning tasks that assess my
students on different Standards, and I am feeling very well prepared to do that now.
Overall, this review of literature was beneficial for my practice and caused me to be quite
reflective on my own teaching so far. I am looking forward to implementing some new strategies
and mindsets with my students and classes moving forward, no matter what education might
look like in the near (or distant) future.
After spending time researching what the experts in the field of education have found
through their own research and experience, I shifted my focus to my own practice. The following
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chapter outlines my methods for data collection and how I went about choosing what types of
data I would focus on for each of my three goals.
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Chapter III
RESEARCH METHODS
The methods of inquiry for this study focused on the principles and practices of action
research, using self-study aligned with professional teacher standards, teacher artifacts, journal
entries, evaluation documents and comments, and data from prior terms of teaching as a means
of data collection. I will begin with a review of action research principles to establish the
foundation for this study’s method of inquiry. Second, I will review the choices and purposes of
data collection that helped to highlight my instruction and means for searching for improvement.
Third, I will detail my context for the study, methods of data collection protocols, maintaining
credibility and trustworthiness of the data, and acknowledge my limitations as a researcher.
Finally, I will present the procedures used for studying my practice, while providing data and
analysis that speaks to adaptations and adjustments made to my instruction as I implanted this
study.
Research Questions
My focus for this research was quality geometry teaching, especially how to incorporate a
student’s community in their learning and align content with the Common Core State Standards.
Specifically, I first examined parent and guardian involvement. This focus aligned with the
second INTASC Standard for teacher professional development, Learning Differences. Second, I
identified strategies that promoted cooperation and a more cooperative learning environment,
which aligns with the third INTASC standard, Learning Environments. Third, I examined my
effectiveness in aligning assessments with the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics
and the Standards of Mathematical Practice. This aligned with the seventh INTASC standard,
Planning for Instruction. Additionally, I considered how studying my own practice in line with
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INTASC Standards could improve my own instruction and therefore, student learning. My
purpose of this study was to increase contact with students’ parents and guardians, integrate
more cooperative learning tasks, and align assessments to the Standards to foster a quality,
Standards-based community-minded learning experience for my students. The research question
(s) for this study were:
1. How often did I contact parents and guardians during second semester, and how do I
feel about those contacts? How does this compare to first semester?
Through collection of this data, I hoped to learn how my relationship with parents and guardians
is influenced by the frequency of my contacts, and how that might affect student performance.
Data gathered from a focus on this question was used to test the frequency of parent or guardian
contacts during the first semester versus the second semester, and how my feelings about
contacts home evolved over time.
2. What changed after implementing more cooperative learning tasks in my classroom?
I was hoping to use my data about the second question to prove that cooperative learning tasks
are an essential part of establishing and maintaining a community-minded learning environment.
Data gathered from this question was used to validate the assumption I had about the effects of
collaboration on student learning and the level of energy and engagement in the classroom.
3. How can I better align my assessments to the Common Core State Standards for
Mathematics and the Standards of Mathematical Practice?
My goal in asking this question was to create assessments that were scored with rubrics or
checklists so I could more clearly see where my students were in relation to the learning
trajectories set out for them. Data gathered from a focus on this question was used to describe the
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types of assessments that can be created to measure student growth against the Standards, as well
as how those assessments were received by my students over time.
INTASC Standards
The INTASC standards are a set of professional growth standards used to monitor an
educator’s progress toward proficient teaching. These standards are important because they give
teachers an understanding of what should be focused on when talking about improvement and
paint a picture of what it means to teach “successfully”. When I set goals for my own teaching, I
make sure my goals are aligned with the INTASC standards and the outcomes they detail. This
way I can ensure I am working towards proficient teaching, which will make my professional
growth efforts worthwhile for me and my students. The three goals I have set for myself in this
action research project are aligned with INTASC standards detailed below.
INTASC Standard 2: Learning Differences says the teacher will use their knowledge of
each individual’s community and culture to enhance the learning environment they create, and
that they will be sensitive to the needs and differences within each learner to ensure success for
all. This ties to my work with parent and guardian communication because I can create
relationships with families that allow me to learn more about a student’s background and
community, which will allow me to celebrate them in the classroom. Without an understanding
of a student’s home life, it is much more difficult to incorporate prior knowledge or experiences
into the classroom.
INTASC Standard 3: Learning Environment says the teacher will strive to create a
learning environment that supports individual and collaborative learning and will encourage
positive social interactions. This standard raises the level of engagement in a classroom by
creating a welcoming, community-oriented atmosphere for all students. My research on
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implementing cooperative learning tasks into Geometry classes is supported by this standard. By
striving to build a collaborative learning environment, students will likely be more engaged and
able to interact positively with one another.
INTASC Standard 7: Planning for Instruction says a teacher plans lessons that are
engaging for all levels of learners by building on knowledge of the learners, cross-disciplinary
skills, quality curriculum, and students’ community and family experiences. My third goal is to
create assessments that are more closely aligned to the Common Core State Standards, and that
ties to this standard because it is enhancing the curriculum piece of my instruction. If I can
design assessments that are better aligned with the Standards, my students will have a clear
picture of what they are being asked to do, and will therefore be able to display their knowledge
more clearly.
Methods and Procedures
Because my purpose was to describe my own teaching practice as well as how I use data
to improve my own practice in line with the INTASC professional standards, it was important to
choose a method that could account for both what the standards are for teachers and how I was
reflecting upon my own practice through data collection to improve it. Accordingly, this study
was designed as an action research study.
Action research is the process of research taking place by and for one searching to
improve their practice. For example, educators conduct research on their own teaching to learn
about and improve their teaching over time. This is typically done by collecting qualitative data,
such as interviews, surveys, anecdotes, and counts of particular instances or journal entries. Data
can be collected from the educator themselves, or with the help of those around them, including
students, coworkers, and families of students.
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This type of research is important for teachers because it gives them a reason to be
particularly reflective about their practice and how they can improve. Without action research, it
is possible a teacher may only receive feedback once a year, which is not sufficient for
professional growth. By being particular about the aspect of teaching that is being researched,
educators can narrow their focus and be methodical about the way they improve themselves.
Action research helps educators improve their practice by supplying data that supports
the implementation of best practices in education. It gives purpose to this data collection that
might otherwise seem unnecessary and gives educators a streamlined way to be reflective about
their practice. Educators do not have a lot of time to spend collecting data or designing a research
project: however, action research outlines methods for data collection and interpretation that
minimize the amount of extra time spent on it and gives teachers a clear look at how their
methods could be improved.
Data Collection
The basic steps in action research are 1) identify a topic or issue to study, 2) collect data
related to the chosen topic or issue, 3) analyze and interpret the collected data, and 4) carry out
action planning, which represents the application of the action research results. Data collection in
an action research project typically is related to the topic or issues and provide answers pertinent
to the research questions. As Padak and Padak observe, “Any information that can help you
answer your questions is data” (1994). Therefore, I used a variety of data collection tools related
to my topic to ensure the validity of my results. Furthermore, I adhered to the following four
characteristics in determining the data I would collect for my study, 1) anonymity of students, 2)
comparison in data collection was built in so that the results could be judged against themselves
both before and after the intervention period, 3) aspects of performance to be examined were
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identified prior to data collection so that the information was relevant and connected to the
research questions, and 4) a variety of data was collected so that different aspects of the topic
could be brought to light (Padak and Padak, 1994). Finally, because I was studying my own
practice while I was in the middle of said practice, I acknowledge the “spiraling nature” of data
collection in action research (Padak and Padak, 1994). By focusing on data in connection to my
research questions, my attention turned to other pieces of data that emerged in relation to my
questions. These emergent data pieces were included as part of the study as they had relevance to
my research questions.
Because my research questions focus on community learning in Geometry, I chose to
collect data that would provide information about how my practice and the interventions I
identified aligned with the research topic. The types of data I chose to collect are described next.
Records of Parent Contact
One type of data I will collect is a record of times I contacted parents or guardians during
first semester, and again during second semester. With these records I will write journal entries
with my feelings while conducting contacts, as well as how they were received by the adults at
home. I am hoping that by doing this, I can help myself be more intentional about the number of
times I communicate with parents and guardians, and that I can foster relationships with them, so
they feel comfortable reaching out to me, too. This data will fit nicely with my first question and
will give me a good idea as to if I have improved in my contacts home or not.
Personal Journal Entries
Another type of data I will collect is personal journal entries detailing my implementation
of cooperative learning strategies. In these journal entries I will include the type of task I tried
with my students, what worked well, what didn’t quite go as planned, and how I can improve the
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strategy before trying it again. I can also write notes on how the students responded or if there
was any feedback from them at the end of the lesson. My hope is that this helps me bring
awareness to the types and variations of activities I use in my classroom, and that it draws
attention to new types of tasks I can use with my students to increase engagement and
collaboration.
Summative Assessments
The third type of data I will collect is examples of my summative assessments before and
after working to tie them closely to the Common Core State Standards. I hope to show how I
have improved on my Standards alignment over the course of this year, and how my planning for
instruction has become more intentional now that I design my own summative assessments. Until
this action research project, I had used the assessments provided to me with the school’s
curriculum, but I found that the alignment did not match what I was covering in my class. For
this reason, I decided to focus on assessment design as one of my goals.
Context of the Study
This study was completed in my classroom at a rather small high school in southern
Oregon. The school serves roughly 375 students and is one of two high schools in the town.
Classes contain 20-30 students per period, rotating on a 7-period day. Currently, due to COVID19 cohorting, students attend two days a week depending on the first letter of their last name.
Fridays are blocked for teacher prep time, but some students come in small groups to get extra
help with their failing grades.
Currently, this school’s graduation rate is above 95%. Part of this could be due to their
mathematics program because they offer sections of Algebra that work at a slower pace and give
students an opportunity to work through content several times before moving on.
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Departments at this school are rather small, with me being one of three math teachers. I
work closely with one of the teachers because we both teach sections of the same course, but I
hardly ever see the other math teacher. Independence seems to be the norm at this school,
probably because of how small the departments are—many departments have only one staff
member. We do not have regular PLCs that meet, although each grade level has a data team that
meets fairly regularly. I teach a lot of 9th graders, so I am on the 9th grade data team and on the
Freshman Success Team. Between the two committees, I have 1-2 meetings per week to talk
about student improvement and success. We use the meeting times to plan interventions, both
grade-level-wide and individual, depending on what we see in the data given to us.
My mentorship is rather weak, partially by my choice. I have found that it is helpful to
have someone to ask questions of, but there is not a lot of other support that I have found I need
right now. Everyone seems to be struggling with the same things as me, due to the nature of
online learning and COVID restrictions.
My classroom is rather large, which has been helpful when needing to space students out
for COVID reasons. It is light, airy, and clean feeling, rather than cluttered and overstimulating. I
use an iPad to write notes on, which means they transfer easily to my Google Classroom site at
the end of the day. Students learn quickly that I am quiet, yet firm in my expectations, and they
can count on me being organized and clearly lining out what is expected of them (and me) each
day in class. I have an instructional assistant one period per day who takes notes, writes down
assignments and due dates, and works to understand my content so she can help students during
their study skills period in the special education room. I typically have about 2-3 students on an
IEP or 504 per class period, but only one student is an ELL between all 6 of my classes. A few
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students are labeled TAG, and while there isn’t a program for them at the school, I try to make
sure I am keeping them challenged and thinking deeply in my class.
Participants
Because this study was designed using an action research approach, the main participant
in the study is myself, as the teacher. As my learning progressed throughout my student teaching
program, I became interested in a number of ideas that would help me to improve my instruction.
Ultimately, I decided to focus on the main research areas outlined in my research question. To
lend credibility to the results I will share from my self-study of my practice, it is important to
describe my role in the classroom where I teach. In this section I will focus on describing my
own classroom and my role as the teacher.
This is my second year teaching full time. I began my career on a restricted license after
graduating with a bachelor’s degree in Mathematics from Oregon State University. I was
assigned a mentor teacher when I started here last year, but I really only talk to my mentor
teacher if I have specific questions related to content, pacing, or how the school handles
something as a whole. This partnership was very helpful at the beginning of last year, but I feel
as though I have a solid understanding of how things work here, so my mentor-mentee
relationship feels a bit more forced.
I designed this study myself, although I asked a few teachers at my school what they
thought of the questions before going ahead with my research. I wanted to make sure I was not
taking on too much, but wanted to be able to see clear results, as well.
Since I never had formal student teaching, I am learning as I go in many ways that I
thought I would have more formal instruction. However, this has made me good at reaching out
for help, asking questions, and advocating for myself. I have been able to transfer these skills to
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my students, too. The lack of student teaching also means that I am doing a lot more “learning as
I go” and there are some practices I test out and decide quickly that they do not work for me. I
have noticed an exceptional resiliency in my students when I “test” things with them, and I am
thankful for that.
How I Studied My Teaching
In order to answer my research question, I will be focusing on three main tasks: one,
keeping track of how often I contact parents or guardians this term, two, completing daily journal
entries detailing how the implementation of cooperative learning strategies went, and three,
designing creative assessments that are strongly aligned to the Common Core State Standards for
each unit I teach this semester.
I will study my practice for about four weeks of this semester, although I will also be
collecting data on myself from the previous semester, too. Once my data is collected, I will begin
compiling the notes, examples, and journal entries I have, so that I can piece together the
differences between last semester and this semester. I may also ask my mentor teacher for
feedback, since they have seen my practice evolve over the course of the year so far.
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Chapter IV
PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS
Overview
This chapter outlines the findings from my data collection throughout the Action
Research process and discusses both the data collection process and the analysis of said data. My
findings will be determined to either answer or not answer the research questions presented
earlier in the project. The three questions I presented in this project were as follows: 1) How
often did I contact parents and guardians during second semester, and how do I feel about those
contacts? How does this compare to first semester? 2) What changed after implementing more
cooperative learning tasks in my classroom? And 3) How can I better align my assessments to
the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics and the Standards of Mathematical
Practice? My questions were a result of the mathematics teaching I have done so far, as well as
some internal reflection and a look ahead to the educator I would like to become. The goal of my
Action Research Project was to answer my research question as part of my plan to become a
more effective Geometry teacher. My information was collected in three forms, using the
principles of Action Research as my guide: records of parent/guardian contact, personal journal
entries collected throughout the action research process, and sample summative assessments
from my Geometry classes. Any relevant data was then used to determine the answers to my
three research questions.
Data Analysis of Parent & Guardian Contact
The bulk of data relevant to this particular topic came from counts of parent/guardian
contact from Fall of 2019 until now, but I was also able to use some individual message threads
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and personal reflections regarding my feelings toward the relationships I had built with
parents/guardians of students in my classes.
Records of Parent & Guardian Contact
The data collected from my records of parent/guardian contact is from archived email
correspondence throughout my time as an educator so far. I focused my search of these records
on correspondence that was widespread among the families of my students, or that was specific
to students that typically struggle in my class. With these ideas in mind, I was able to compile a
count of how many times I sent mass emails last year (Fall 2019-Spring 2020) compared to this
year (Fall 2020-Spring 2021). I then took screenshots of email threads between myself and
parents/guardians that were meaningful as far as the feelings I had after making said contacts.
I first tallied all the contacts I had made the first year I taught (2019-2020) and found a
total of 2 mass emails and 3 private conversations. Then, I tallied this year’s (2020-2021) and
noticed I sent 4 mass emails and had over 10 private conversations with parents/guardians. To
me, this alone shows that I am feeling more comfortable talking to parents/guardians about their
students’ successes and areas for growth in my class. This data shows that over time, I am
contacting parents/guardians more often and could imply that I am feeling more positively about
the correspondences.
Individual Email Correspondences and Personal Reflections
After searching my archived parent/guardian correspondence for conversations that had
an impact on how I viewed such contacts, I collected a total of 5 screenshotted email threads (see
Appendix A). For my analysis of the email threads, I started by reading each conversation and
marking the phrases that alluded to—or reminded me of—my feelings about contacting
parents/guardians. Once I had marked each of the conversations, I recorded my highlighted
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sections in a table with the date of the email correspondence and a short note about what the
conversation meant in relation to my feelings regarding contacting parents/guardians. These
highlighted comments and short notes can be found in Figure 1 below. This small table allowed
me to see the progression in my feelings toward contacting parents/guardians over time more
easily.
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Figure 1
Summary Chart of Parent & Guardian Correspondence
Conversation
Number
1

2

3

4

5

Highlighted Phrases

Feelings Toward Parent/Guardian
Correspondence
“. . . it should be going up.”
I remember being worried that this particular
parent/guardian was upset with me about the
way I was grading, and I felt like I needed to
defend myself or change the grade to make it
right (even though I knew that would not have
been the right thing to do).
“So sorry about my delayed
During this particular time, I was still very
reply!”
worried with what parents/guardians thought
of me and my professionalism, especially since
I am still quite young. I often apologized for
things that didn’t need an apology—or in some
cases, things that I couldn’t control.
“When looking at his scores,
I noticed that around this time, the
it looks like he’s spending
conversations I had with parents/guardians
roughly 1-2 minutes on each
changed from being managerial, acting as a
assignment”
go-between for families and my gradebook, to
“We had a conversation
report-style, where I would simply tell
about taking his time”
parents/guardians what is happening in my
class and why. This helped me feel more
confident because I was simply reporting facts,
not trying to defend anything.
“I just wanted to take a
This was a huge turning point for me. I found
minute to brag on your son!”
my routine in the school year and was able to
report to a parent/guardian that I had had many
conversations with about something positive I
was seeing. This particular message was very
fulfilling, and I have been able to report
similar messages several times since then.
“He did not work on his math
Although this was not a particularly positive
test at all.”
exchange of information, this conversation
made me feel like a true teammate with the
parent/guardian as far as helping a student be
successful in my class. This parent/guardian
happens to be the football coach, so the
conversation was very goal-oriented, but it
made me feel supported.
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Conversations 1 and 2 made my low confidence very evident. I was often apologizing to
parents/guardians for things that were out of my control or not necessary to apologize for, and I
felt as though I needed to defend my choices. In row 1 of the table, I describe my temptation to
change grades simply because a parent/guardian questioned me. Although this is not something I
would have ever done, the feeling was real. I was not confident in what I was doing and having
parents/guardians confront me only compounded those feelings. Conversation 3 represents the
turning point for me. I changed the goal of my correspondences from being the go-between for
my gradebook and families to simply reporting my observations and data from the gradebook in
my classes. I found that this increased my confidence level and parents/guardians seemed to
respect me more for it (or at least that’s how I perceived it). Conversation 4 shows how I am now
able to spend time reporting positive things to parents/guardians because I have found a rhythm
in my class and feel more comfortable talking to them on a regular basis. It was very rewarding
for me to be able to report something positive to a family that typically only hears negative news.
I found that our relationship was strengthened after that and the parents/guardians now contact
me more regularly regarding their son and his progress. Lastly, although conversation 5 was not
necessarily positive news, it was a landmark conversation for me because I felt confident and
comfortable reporting news about a student that was not sugar-coated. I was not harsh but
reported the facts (“He did not work on his math test at all.”) and felt confident doing so.
Overall, the data collected from the number of times I made parent/guardian contacts and
the contents of personal messages shows that, over time, I have contacted parents/guardians
more often and now feel more confident when doing so. Therefore, according to Ladson-Billings
(1995), I am placing myself in a position of student when communicating with
parents/guardians, which helps foster a supportive teacher-student relationship focused on
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culturally relevant pedagogy. Nieto (2006) furthers the conversation of culturally relevant
pedagogy by stating that teachers who pay close attention to a student’s home culture are more
effective educators.
Data Analysis of Cooperative Learning Tasks
After looking through the data collected during the Action Research process, I found that
the majority of data collected in relation to my implementation of cooperative learning tasks
were personal journal entries. Before I began collecting data, I had decided that I would write a
short journal entry after each day of trying a cooperative learning activity with my classes.
Journal Entries
These journal entries (see Appendix B) included the type of task I tried with my students,
what worked well, what didn’t quite go as planned, and how I could improve the strategy before
trying it again. I also wrote notes on how the students responded or if there was any feedback
from them at the end of the lesson. I wrote twice a week, from February 22 to March 15 of 2021.
Entries were written on Mondays and Wednesdays because they are in accordance with the “A”
schedule at my school. This would allow me to reflect on the first day of using the activity,
before I had too much time to change my instructional strategy or improve the experience for
future classes. My personal journal entries were meant to help me answer my question regarding
the implementation of cooperative learning tasks and students’ resulting self-efficacy and level
of engagement in my Geometry classes. In no way is this a comprehensive record of the
happenings of my classroom, but it is one set of data I can use to improve my practice in the
future. My hope was that these journal entries would bring awareness to the types and variations
of activities I currently use in my classroom, and that it would draw attention to new types of
tasks I could use with my students to increase engagement and collaboration. Understanding
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these things would allow me to focus more on the tasks that worked well to create a cooperative
learning environment that was engaging and motivating for students.
Through my careful reflection and analysis of the journal entries, two themes emerged:
my feelings toward the implementation of the activity itself, and the way the activity helped (or
did not help) the feeling of community in my class. My feelings toward the implementation of
the activity were present in every one of the journal entries I wrote and were typically the main
topic of the entry. This seems reasonable because the journal entries were my personal reflection,
and therefore should include how I felt about the topic I was writing about. The second theme,
how the activity affected the feeling of community in my class, showed up more often toward the
end of my entries. This is also rather logical because the more I implemented cooperative
learning tasks, the more my classroom felt like a community.
In the first journal entry, on February 22, I explain my utilization of a common
cooperative learning strategy—think-pair-share. This is something that is easy to implement,
requires little (or no) advance preparation, and was a good starting point for my research. I
quickly found that even activities that seem to require no preparation should always be set up
with thorough intention. My students responded well, given the fact that I did not set them up for
the most success. My reflection indicates that I had some work to do if I wanted my students to
feel comfortable talking and listening to each other as though they were all equal parts of a
learning community. I was glad to have this starting point so I could see how important it was for
me to improve.
Each journal entry after the first details some sort of activity I implemented that day,
along with my feelings about the activity and how my students reacted. I quickly learned that
anything competitive would be popular for my students, but I didn’t want to overuse them, and I
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wanted to come up with a way to make the scoring a little more random, so sportsmanship could
be less of an issue. The “Unfair Game” was brought to my attention, and I think that will be one
that my students play for a long time to come.
A strong pattern of growth in the community atmosphere of my classroom arose. As time
went on, not only did I get better at implementing meaningful cooperative learning tasks, but my
students became more comfortable listening to each other and giving each other a space to feel
heard. It was really neat to watch this mutual respect being built, and I look forward to my
classroom growing in this way even more from here on out. As I said on March 15, my
classroom is starting to feel like a team or a family. In all, my journal entries show strong
support for the implementation of cooperative learning tasks in creating a culture of community
in the classroom. This is in agreement with Fenstermacher and Richardson (2005) when they
describe the link between student engagement and effective teaching: there is no high-quality
teaching without student engagement. My cooperative learning strategies enhanced student
engagement.
Data Analysis of Assessment Alignment
When looking through the data I collected for my Action Research project, the main
source of data available to help answer my question about aligning my summative assessments to
the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics and the Standards for Mathematical Practice
came from examples of my summative assessments, both in the beginning of my time in this
program (Fall 2019-Spring 2020), and more recently (Fall 2020-Spring 2021). For reference,
examples of my summative assessments can be found in Appendix C. I considered summative
assessments any type of formal record of student work that took place at the end of a unit or
significant learning segment. These were all considered either tests or unit projects.
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Summative Assessments
I decided to use three sets of before-and-after comparisons of summative assessments.
The units I chose to use as examples covered the same materials both last year and this year, but
last year I used the curriculum’s assessment and this year I designed my own, based on the
learning targets I wrote for the class. I chose the following two pairs because they show growth
in my ability to write assessments that will give me a true picture of what my students know and
are able to do, while also eliminating the drill-and-kill style of assessments that are so common
in today’s curricula.
In the analysis of my summative assessments, I decided to focus on the alignment with
my learning targets. The pre-written assessments did not always match up to the way I taught
Geometry, and I found that students were often confused when things were worded differently,
or the emphasis was not on the same things I emphasized. My Unit 1 Geometry assessment from
this year (Appendix C, Unit 1 2020) shows a very linear succession of the way I structured my
class, and even includes headings with the titles of each learning targets to help direct students. I
find this much easier to follow, compared to the curriculum’s Unit 1 assessment, while still
assessing students’ progress towards the goals lined out in the learning targets.
The second assessment I used to show change in Standards and learning target alignment
came from Unit 6 of my Geometry class. Unit 6 covered similarity, dilations, and similarity
theorems, which was taught as chapter 8 in the curriculum I used last year. I improved my skills
of using online platforms to give assessments, but the other thing I noticed about my assessment
is that each problem within a section assessed slightly different skills, which was helpful when
determining what students needed to be retaught before moving onto the next unit.
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The main theme I noticed in my analysis of these summative assessment examples of my
data was the organization. More than anything else, the organization of my assessments has
improved, which has helped my students more clearly understand what they are being asked to
demonstrate on the assessment. While most of my assessments are just as aligned to the
standards as they were before, they are more succinct and linear in their organization. My goal of
standards alignment is still something I am working towards, and I will continue to do so far
beyond the scope of my action research project.
Summary
The findings of my data collected throughout the action research process have shown my
growth as an educator from the beginning of my career in Fall 2019 until present. Records of
parent/guardian contacts and conversations show that I am becoming more comfortable speaking
to families about their students. Personal journal entries over time have shown that I am
implementing cooperative learning tasks in my classroom and have noticed the level of
community that is built through such projects. Examples of my summative assessments from last
year and this year show that I am making progress in creating assessments that are centered on
the standards and are organized in a way that is reflective of my teaching. Though I am still
working, and always will be, I believe the time dedicated to this process and the project itself has
motivated me to become the best educator I can be. I by no means think that I have reached my
goals to completion, but I am proud of the work I have put in so far and look forward to who I
become in the future. The next chapter will discuss the implications of these findings, as well as
the strengths and limitations of this study.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Overview
The purpose of my action research project was to increase awareness of my own teaching
strategies and look for places of improvement within my practice. My goals for improvement
came from the following three research questions: 1) How often did I contact parents and
guardians during second semester, and how do I feel about those contacts? How does this
compare to first semester? 2) What changed after implementing more cooperative learning tasks
in my classroom? And 3) How can I better align my assessments to the Common Core State
Standards for Mathematics and the Standards of Mathematical Practice?. Through data
collection and analyzation of such data from sources such as parent/guardian communication
records, personal journal entries throughout the action research process, and example summative
assessments from last year and this year, I was able to draw a few conclusions about the state of
my own practices and where I hope to see them improve in the future. In this chapter I will
discuss the results, limitations, and future goals in relation to the research question findings and
overall goals of my action research project.
Results
The results of my action research indicate results that align positively with my research
questions and overall goals for practice improvement. The evidence shows that I have made
progress toward aligning my teaching strategies with those that are research-based best practices,
and that I continue to work toward those goals continually.
Regarding my first research question, How often did I contact parents and guardians
during second semester, and how do I feel about those contacts? How does this compare to first
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semester?, evidence from my records of number of parent/guardian contacts, as well as
individual email threads, shows that I contact parents more often than I used to, and that my
confidence in those conversations is growing. Between my first two conversations, where I was
trying to defend my position or create changes in my gradebook to reflect parent/guardian
concern, to the last three conversations where I was able to report my observations without
excessive apology or the need to defend myself, it is clear that positive progress is being made in
this area. This goal and its results connect back with INTASC Standard 2: Learning Differences,
which says the teacher will use their knowledge of each individual’s community and culture to
enhance the learning environment they create, and that they will be sensitive to the needs and
differences within each learner to ensure success for all. As a reminder, the INTASC standards
are a set of professional growth standards used to monitor an educator’s progress toward
proficient teaching. These standards are important because they give teachers an understanding
of what should be focused on when talking about improvement and paint a picture of what it
means to teach “successfully”. The evidence shows I have made progress in my teaching
practices because I am improving in relation to this professional standard.
In regards to my second research question, What changed after implementing more
cooperative learning tasks in my classroom?, the action research process has allowed me to raise
awareness as to the number of cooperative learning tasks I implement, but even more, their effect
on my students and the culture of community in my classroom. I used personal journal entries to
reflect on my own teaching and the role that cooperative learning tasks take on the environment I
have created for students. Through the analysis of my journal entries, I was able to provide
evidence of growth in my own ability to implement meaningful partner or group tasks that build
community. This evidence shows strong support for the question raised. This question connects
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with INTASC Standard 3: Learning Environment, which says the teacher will strive to create a
learning environment that supports individual and collaborative learning and will encourage
positive social interactions. Working on this standard raises the level of engagement in a
classroom by creating a welcoming, community-oriented atmosphere for all students. My
evidence for the second question shows that I am making progress toward meeting this
professional standard.
Lastly, regarding my third question, How can I better align my assessments to the
Common Core State Standards for Mathematics and the Standards of Mathematical Practice?,
the action research process has shown me that I have been able to progress toward meeting this
goal by creating more organized and aligned assessments. My examples of summative
assessments from 2019, compared against the summative assessments for the same topics given
in 2020, show that the quality of assessments given to students has been increased because of
their organization and thoughtful planning in relation to the learning targets for my class. This
question is aligned with INTASC Standard 7: Planning for Instruction, which says a teacher
plans lessons that are engaging for all levels of learners by building on knowledge of the
learners, cross-disciplinary skills, quality curriculum, and students’ community and family
experiences. The data shows that I am continuing to develop my assessments to engage all
learners through quality curriculum, however, I still have a lot of progress to make before I
would consider myself proficient in this standard.
Implications
As an educator, my findings are consistent with best practices in education.
Communicating with parents/guardians is an important step in helping students feel seen
and heard: my data shows that I am increasing the amount of time I spend communicating with
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students’ families, which helps me provide an inclusive learning environment for all. This
supports my philosophy of education in that I believe strongly in including a student’s whole
community in their education for the best outcomes.
My data regarding the implementation of cooperative learning strategies shows that when
I spend time planning and preparing for cooperative learning opportunities, my classroom feels
more unified, and students have a more positive outlook on math class as a whole. This is shown
specifically on March 15, when I say, “I saw groups of kids who are not typically friends work
together and talk through problems to verify their answers” (Appendix B). Connecting back to
the research, this is also a great way to include social justice in my education: to create
opportunities for students of all backgrounds and cultures to feel seen, heard, and like they have
a place in mathematics. In the future, I would like to target specific groups of students to design
or implement more cooperative learning tasks that will reach the typically underserved students
in my class.
Lastly, the data connected to my third goal implies the most work ahead of me: although
I have worked to create assessments that are more organized and aligned to my learning targets,
which are aligned to the Common Core State Standards, my work is nowhere near finished. I will
need to continue my work regarding alignment of assessments to the Standards.
Limitations
Although the results of my action research show progress and positive answers to my
research questions, there were significant limitations during this project. By far, the greatest
limitation I faced was the COVID-19 pandemic, and its effect on the sheer number of hours I had
with my students throughout the school year. The COVID-19 pandemic first closed schools in
March of 2019, but it was not until April of 2021 that the state decided students needed to be in-
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person for school consistently. My students have been online, in person, and back again, several
times this year. Even more, their time in person is cut short due to A/B schedules and social
distancing requirements. Some chose to stay completely online, which left me with a workload
that was significantly increased. I was able to collect the necessary data for my project, but this
pandemic has caused barriers that made it much more difficult to collect more than the bare
minimum.
Another limitation I faced during action research was the lack of time in my workday to
complete data collection. My workday schedule was especially overwhelming because on top of
my typical teaching duties, I have a class of online students to prepare for and check in with,
duties before and after school, and a group of students in my classroom during lunch. This
significantly impacted the amount of time I was available to sit down and write detailed journal
entries, especially during a time when the information would be fresh in my mind. Most of the
time I wrote my journal entries in the evenings, several hours after my instruction had taken
place, and was unable to recall many details that would have been helpful for my research. This
limitation could be remedied in the future if I am able to reduce the amount of duties I have
beyond my regular teaching schedule.
Future Goals
The results of my action research show that I have made improvement in my teaching
practice thus far. However, this does not mean that I am done setting goals for myself or working
towards becoming the best educator I can be. One of the main goals for myself is to be a lifelong
learner, always growing and changing into the best version of myself. Action research is at the
heart of this. It is vital that I never lose sight of my goals and that I continue to become the best
educator I can, both for myself and for my students.
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One of my future goals is to continue creating a welcoming and safe environment for my
students. I can do this by continuing to reflect on the cooperative learning tasks I implement in
my room and build that repertoire to be even more expansive than it is now. By continuing to
teach my students how to work together and think cooperatively, I am building the workforce of
the future to be problem solvers and good communicators. This will allow me to be a better
educator, but even more, it will allow my students to be the best version of themselves.
Another future goal I have as an educator is to be a data collector. Being math-minded, I
got stuck thinking data had to be number-centered, so my goal is to see the importance of
narratives and anecdotal data and use it to improve my practice. This project was great practice
in how helpful qualitative data can be and I don’t want to forget its place in research.
Conclusion
My focus for this action research project was to be reflective about my own habits and
teaching strategies, observe how they are currently working for me and my students, and see if
there were adjustments that could be made. My research was done with the overall goal of
becoming a more effective Geometry teacher through communication with parents/guardians,
collaborative learning tasks, and alignment with the Common Core State Standards. I conclude
that my action research has provided positive results to my questions, but as stated above, I still
have several goals in my work as an educator. By no means am I done perfecting my practice; in
fact, I am just beginning. My motto still stands: “I am always doing what I cannot do yet, in
order to learn how to do it.”
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APPENDIX A
Parent/Guardian Correspondence
Conversation 1
From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Lydia Vincent lydia.vincent@sutherlin.k12.or .us
Re: Haley Smoldt
November 12, 2020 at 7:28 AM
Joy Davis d_joy_davis@yahoo.com

Lydia Vincent

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
So I am checking in on haley I see she has a D in your class please tell me what she can do to make it better
media away from her until her grades are up...

... I have took social

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

Conversation 2
From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Lydia Vincent lydia.vincent@sutherlin.k12.or .us
Re: Jaden
November 30, 2020 at 12:33 PM
btlk_ratledge btlk_ratledge@msn.com

Lydia Vincent

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
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Conversation 3
Subject:
From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Lydia Vincent lydia.vincent@sutherlin.k12.or .us
Re: THOMAS J. MENTES, B, Gradebook for Course GEOMETR Y, period 2
December 16, 2020 at 2:07 PM
truetolife truetolife@hotmail.com

Well, that took me a while to get back to you! I'm sorry! Thomas will be on campus for
Wood Shop on W ednesday (tomorrow). Can he come by after school? He is also
planning on going to Spanish, so I'm not sure what time he'd be there.
Thank you!
Amy
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android

Lydia Vincent

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Great, thank you!

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Awesome! I'll get back to you about tomorrow & T ue.
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lydia Vincent

Lydia Vincent

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Fabulous!
Ugh. The amount of time he's spending on assignments in abominable!

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Ok. It looks like he needs to spend some time with you in the afternoons i can totally make that happen. Can e plan on next T
(or do you work tomorrow? ). What time is good and for how long?
If he decides to be a super senior , that's on him, but I'm still going to do my part! :)
Thanks again,
Amy
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Subject:
Well, that took me a while to get back to you! I'm sorry! Thomas will be on campus for
Wood Shop on W ednesday (tomorrow). Can he come by after school? He is also
planning on going to Spanish, so I'm not sure what time he'd be there.
Thank you!
Amy
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Awesome! I'll get back to you about tomorrow & T ue.
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lydia Vincent

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Fabulous!
Ugh. The amount of time he's spending on assignments in abominable!
Ok. It looks like he needs to spend some time with you in the afternoons i can totally make that happen. Can e plan on next T
(or do you work tomorrow? ). What time is good and for how long?

uesday

If he decides to be a super senior , that's on him, but I'm still going to do my part! :)
Thanks again,
Amy

Amy

From: Lydia Vincent <Lydia.Vincent@sutherlin.k12.or.us>
Sent: Thursday, December 3, 2020 2:36:04 PM
To: truetolife <truetolife@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: THOMAS J. MENTES, B, Gradebook for Course GEOMETRY, period 2
There absolutely is! He can redo any of his assignments to get a higher grade. I just need to know which ones he wants me to re
When looking at his scores, it looks like he’ s spending roughly 1-2 minutes on each assignment—which means he
through without ﬁnding the answers.

set

is clicking

If Thomas would like to come in and spend time in my classroom in the afternoons, he is welcome to do that. Then I can help hi

m on

any assignments he would like
Lydia Vincent
On Dec 3, 2020, at 2:21 PM, Amy Mentes <truetolife@hotmail.com> wrote:

Hi, Miss Vincent,
I see Thomas has an F in your class and 0 missing assignments. I am embarrassed, although he should know better
anything that's going on in his life or in the world.

, despite

Is there anything he can do about the grade at this point?
Thank you so much,
Amy Mentes
541-784-5845

Sent from my V erizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
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Conversation 4
From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Lydia Vincent lydia.vincent@sutherlin.k12.or .us
T Mentes
January 26, 2021 at 9:21 AM
truetolife truetolife@hotmail.com

Lydia Vincent

Conversation 5
From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Lydia Vincent lydia.vincent@sutherlin.k12.or .us
Re: Thomas
February 22, 2021 at 8:42 AM
Josh Gary Josh.Gary@sutherlin.k12.or .us

a

He needs to redo at least 4 assignments in Edgenuity to get higher grades on them, and
submit a note sheet that he could have used on the finl .

Lydia Vincent
Math Teacher
Sutherlin High School
From: Josh Gary <Josh.Gary@sutherlin.k12.or.us>
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:41 AM
To: Lydia Vincent <Lydia.Vincent@sutherlin.k12.or.us>
Subject: Re: Thomas

Math Teacher
Sutherlin High School
From: Josh Gary <Josh.Gary@sutherlin.k12.or.us>
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:33 AM
To: Lydia Vincent <Lydia.Vincent@sutherlin.k12.or.us>
Subject: Thomas

I’m checking on his incomplete progress from last semester. He needs
i to have in finshed
week to play in our first game. He’s put a lot of Xme in, way more than his academics
unfortunately, but he needs football to stay moXvated. Is he geP ng things done? Than
the extra help.

I will as well. How much does he have to do?
Sent from my iPhone
On Feb 22, 2021, at 8:40 AM, L ydia Vincent <Lydia.Vincent@sutherlin.k12.or .us> wrote:

I will talk to him. Thanks for leP ng me know.

Lydia Vincent
Math Teacher
Sutherlin High School
From: Josh Gary <Josh.Gary@sutherlin.k12.or.us>
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:40 AM
To: Lydia Vincent <Lydia.Vincent@sutherlin.k12.or.us>
Cc: Josh GroP ng <Josh.GroP ng@sutherlin.k12.or.us>
Subject: RE: Thomas
He’s telling me a different story…..
From: Lydia Vincent <Lydia.Vincent@sutherlin.k12.or.us>
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:35 AM
To: Josh Gary <Josh.Gary@sutherlin.k12.or.us>
Subject: Re: Thomas

Josh,
He did not work on his math at all. Last Friday was the
( cutoff I though t) and he did not
make it, so he was awarded an F for the semester. If he sXll has Xme to work on it and get
that changed, I need to have another conversaXon with him.

Lydia Vincent
Math Teacher
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Math Teacher
Sutherlin High School
From: Josh Gary <Josh.Gary@sutherlin.k12.or.us>
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:33 AM
To: Lydia Vincent <Lydia.Vincent@sutherlin.k12.or.us>
Subject: Thomas
I’m checking on his incomplete progress from last semester. He needs
i to have in finshed thi s
week to play in our first game. He’s put a lot of Xme in, way more than his academics
unfortunately, but he needs football to stay moXvated. Is he geP ng things done? Thanks for
the extra help.

ot
d get
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APPENDIX B
Journal Entries
February 22, 2021
Today I had my students answer questions in a think-pair-share pattern during class notes. They
had a hard time staying quiet during the “think” time, and the “pair” time was often very short. I
noticed most pairs had the higher-achieving student talk first, and the other just agreed with
them. There was very little two-way conversation happening. The “share” part went pretty well,
though. A few times I had conflicting ideas in the class, and we were able to have a good
discussion before coming to a conclusion. Overall, my students seem a little uncomfortable
talking to each other, but I think with practice it will get better.
February 24, 2021
Today we practiced solving problems using a game, “Whiteboard Football”. My students were
very engaged in the game and I think that’s because it was of competitive nature. I found that my
smaller classes had a higher level of engagement over time, and I think that’s because each
student knew they had to be on task—they couldn’t get lost in the noise. My larger classes had a
few students who strayed from the task, probably because they thought they could get away with
not doing anything. Once I involved them directly again, they seemed to stay on task. I think
competitive activities like this work well, but I wouldn’t want to implement them too often.
Students might get tired of games, especially if they don’t win often.
March 1, 2021
I had a student ask if we were playing a game again today. Whiteboard football must’ve been a
hit! It probably helped that we played it during the week of the first football game for the year.
Today I decided to try a cooperative activity that was a little more mellow, so my students
completed a sorting activity in pairs or groups of three as their warmup. This seemed to go pretty
well. I told students that for the first set, one person could move the papers and the other could
talk, but they had to switch roles for the second set. I did that so no one could dominate or make
all the decisions for the group. My students responded well to this activity. I’m guessing other
teachers do this in their classes. I think I will use this type of task again in the future.
March 3, 2021
The content in today’s lesson was more focused on real-world situations, so instead of having a
take-home homework assignment, I had my students complete a jigsaw activity in class using
real-world problems. This was fun because students have not had the opportunity to move
around the classroom in quite some time. It took some planning, but I am happy with how it
turned out. Some students seemed to do all the work for their groups, though, so if I do this
again, I will make sure to assign roles to students, so they all have to participate equally. I’m
wondering if I could also set it up so that students who struggle could have one particular
problem, and those who need more of a challenge could have more difficult ones.
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March 8, 2021
Today I tried the think-pair-share again, but I had students record a little of their thoughts or
conversation points as they went. This was really helpful, especially for my students who are
shyer or like to fade into the background, because they were required to record what they said to
their partner, and what their partner said to them. Since everyone had to do it, it made them feel a
little more comfortable to talk. I think I will use this structure again, at least a few times, before
letting my students do a regular think-pair-share. The structure will hopefully train them to listen
to each other and give everyone a respectful place to talk.
March 10, 2021
Today we did a little “I have, who has” activity at the end of class. Students had to find 5 others
to sign their paper as an exit ticket. I wish I would’ve done this sooner because I saw shy kids
start to come out of their shells. I don’t know if it’s because of the activity or because I am doing
more collaborative-type tasks in my class, but either way, it makes me excited.
March 15, 2021
“The Unfair Game” may be one of my favorite activities to date. Since I called on students
randomly, everyone was engaged and ready to answer questions. The scoring is quite random,
which means even the most competitive students can’t get upset at their teammates or at each
other when they lose points. I saw groups of kids who are not typically friends work together and
talk through problems to verify their answers. Students came up to me after class asking to play
this again. I think I found a winner, and my class is feeling more and more like a team or a
family now!
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APPENDIX C
Summative Assessments
Unit 1, 2019
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Geomet ry Test : Unit 1

Unit 1, 2020

Geometry Test: Unit 1
Please answer each question as thoughtfully as you can. For multiple choice questions, choose the most
correct (best) answer.
Feel free to message me if you have any questions.
* Required

1.

Email *

2.

Class Period: *
Mark only one oval.
1
2
4
6
7

Lesson 1: Basic Tools and De! nit ions

3.

Name a point t hat is collinear wit h point A *

1 point

Mark only one oval.
point B
point C
point N
None
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Geomet ry Test : Unit 1

4.

What is t he intersect ion of line AE and p lane N? *

1 point

Mark only one oval.
point C
line CD
point B
plane N
line AB

5.

Name t he plane in t wo di" erent ways. *

2 points

6.

De! ne "postulate" and "t heorem" and explain t he di" erence bet ween t he t wo. *

3 points

Lesson 2: De! ning Terms
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7.

Name t he ! gure below. *

1 point

Mark only one oval.
Line AB
Segment AB
Ray AB
Angle AB
Other:

8.

Name t he ! gure below. *

1 point

Mark only one oval.
Line AB
Segment AB
Ray AB
Angle AB
Other:

9.

Name t he ! gure below. *

1 point

Mark only one oval.
Line AB
Segment AB
Ray AB
Angle AB
Other:

10.

Are t he lines parallel? Explain. *

3 points
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Geomet ry Test : Unit 1

11.

De! ne "perpendicular" *

1 point

12.

Name t he ! gure below. *

1 point

Lesson 3: Measuring Lengt h and Angles

13.

Choose eit her t he "Segment Addit ion Post ulate" or t he "Angle Addit ion Postulate" and

3 points

write it down. THEN, explain what it means and how/when you can use it. *

14.

Find t he measure of <AMC *

2 points

15.

List t he f our ways to name an angle according to size. *

4 points

Lesson 4: Int roduct ion to Proofs

16.

Choose one of t he four prope# ies we use in proofs and explain it in your own words (or

2 points

wit h your own example). *

Lesson 5: Linear Pairs and Ve# ical Angles
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Geomet ry Test : Unit 1

17.

Use t he f ollowing ! gure to name t he pairs of ve# ical angles. *

2 points

18.

Use t he f ollowing ! gure to name t wo linear pairs. *

2 points

Lesson 6: Complementary and Supplementary Angles

19.

The f ollowing diagram shows... *

2 points

Check all that apply.
Supplementary Angles
Complementary Angles
Adjacent Angles
A Linear Pair
Vertical Angles
None of these
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